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STABLE EQUIVALENCE OF UNISERIAL RINGS

K. R. FULLER, J. HAACK AND H. HULLINGER

Abstract. It is well known that two basic rings are Morita equivalent if and

only if they are isomorphic. Here it is shown that local uniserial rings are

stably equivalent in the sense of M. Auslander and I. Reiten in case they are

isomorphic modulo certain powers of their radicals. In particular, two

commutative local uniserial rings of Loewy length n are stably equivalent if

and only if they are isomorphic modulo the [/i/2]th power of their radicals.

In a series of papers [2]-[6], M. Auslander and I. Reiten have studied

categories of modules modulo projectives and the related notion of stable

equivalence of rings. We recall their terminology. For a ring A, mod A

denotes the category of finitely generated left A-modules. For M, N G

mod A, PA(M, N) is the subgroup of HomA(M, N) consisting of the

homomorphisms /: M -> N that factor through projectives. The additive

category of finitely generated left A-modules modulo projectives is mod A. Its

objects are the same as those of mod A, and its morphisms are the members

of the factor groups HomA(A/, N) = HomA(A/, N)/PA(M, N). The category

modF A is the full subcategory of mod A whose objects have no projective

direct summands, and mod,, A is the corresponding subcategory of mod A. If

A is a left artinian ring then mod,, A «¿mod A (« denotes equivalence of

categories) [3, p. 247]. Two rings A and A' are said to be (left) stably

equivalent in case mod A «mod A'.

Stable equivalence is a relaxing of the notion of Morita equivalence. So

since artinian rings are Morita equivalent iff their basic rings are isomorphic

(see [1, §27]), one is led to study the relative structure of stably equivalent

rings. For example, although Zp2 and Zp[x]/(x2) are not Morita equivalent,

they are stably equivalent [2]. See also [6] and [7] regarding stable equivalence

of serial rings.

Here we consider stable equivalence of uniserial rings. A uniserial ring is

one that is Morita equivalent to a direct sum of local uniserial rings. A ring A

with J = J (A) and Loewy length t? is a local uniserial ring in case A > J

>••• > J"~x > J" = 0 is a. complete list of the submodules of both AA

and AA. The indecomposable modules over A are then A/J, . .., A/J"~x, A,

and PA(A/J', A/Jj) consists of those maps that factor through A. In what
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follows we shall write morphisms on the right so that M -¿ N —*g L com-

poses to fg, and for a number n we shall write

r   /2l = Í "Z2' if «is even,
L/I/  J      \(n- l)/2,   if nis odd.

1. Theorem. Let A and A' be local uniserial rings with radicals J and J' and

Loewy lengths n and n', respectively.

(1) If Ais stably equivalent to A' then n = ri and A/ß"'2X s A'/J'l"/2].

(2) Ifn = n' and A/J"~x s A'/J'"~x then A is stably equivalent to A'.

Proof. (1) First note that in any sequence of A-maps

A/Jl"/2] -» A -» A//1"/21

the image of the first must be contained in the kernel of the second; then

observe that the endomorphism ring of any indecomposable A'-module is

isomorphic to a factor ring of A'. Thus, since M is indecomposable in mod A'

iff A.A/ is indecomposable and not projective [3, p. 247], we see that if F:

mod A —»mod A' is an equivalence then

A/yU/2l a En(jA(A/y 1-/21) sEndA(A/y'"/21)

= EndA,(F(A/7["/2])) s A'/J"

where, of necessity, / = [n/2].

(2) If A is local and uniserial of length n then modP A s mod A/7""1.

Thus if A//"-1 s A'//'"-1, we have

mod A m mod^ A » mod A/J"~x « mod A'/J'"~x « mod A'.

We shall see that this theorem is "best possible" in the sense that the

converse of each of its parts is false. It will be convenient, however, to

examine the commutative case first. For commutative rings the situation is a

bit more complicated, so we require the following two lemmas.

2. Lemma. Let A and A' be two rings of finite module type. Let U and U' be

direct sums of one copy of each indecomposable left module over A and A',

respectively. Then A is stably equivalent to A' if and only if EndA(t/)

^EndA,(U').

Proof. An equivalence F: mod A -^mod A' restricts to a ring isomorphism

F: EndA(U) -*EndA,(F( U)). BÜTin modÄ7 we must have F(U) s U'.

Conversely, an isomorphism 0: EndA( 17) ->EndA<( U) can be extended to

an equivalence F: mod A --»mod A' because the objects in mod A and

mod A' are all direct summands of direct sums of copies of U and U',

respectively.

Next we calculate EndA( U) for a local uniserial ring A.

3. Lemma. Let A be a local uniserial ring with radical J and Loewy length n.

Let U = A/J 0 • • • © A//"-1 © A. //, for i, j G (1, . . . , «), A= [At/[
where
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A,        i > j,

JJ-¡,    i<j,

and B = [By] where

[/"-',     i+j>n,

then A is a subring of the ring of n X n matrices over A, and B is an ideal of A

such that

EndA((/) stA/B.

Proof. The ring EndA(U) is canonically isomorphic to the ring oí n x n

matrices [HomA(A/J', A/JJ)], and under this isomorphism, PA(U) corre-

sponds to \PA(A/J', A/Jj)\. For i,j G {1, . . ., 77), let

9ij:Aij^}\omA(A/Ji,A/JJ)

via

ty(<V):X + /'h» Xa0 + JJ.

Then the 9¡j are surjective A-homomorphisms such that

(X + J-)[9ik(aik)][9kj(dkj)] = (Xaik + Jk)[Okj(dkj)]

= Xaikdkj + JJ = (X + Jx)[9y(aikdkJ)]

for all aik G Aik, dkj G Akj. Thu s the 9tJ induce a surjective ring

homomorphism 0: A -» EndA(U). (It is easily shown that A is a subring of

the matrix ring Mn(A).) Regarding PA(U), we see that

P(A/J\ A/Jj) = Hom(A//', A)Hom(A, A/Jj)

= 9in(Ain)9nJ(AnJ) = 9^^.

Now observe that

A   A    = I"~'^innnj        J

and let CtJ = Ker 9iy Then

Ci} = JJ   and    Ker 6=[C(/],

and we have

ö"'(^a(^))-[^^]+[Q]-[^].

Thus B = [B0] is an ideal in A and EndA(U) s¿ A/B.

Now we can prove the converse of part (1) of Theorem 1 for commutative

rings. That is, commutative uniserial rings are stably equivalent if and only if

their "top halves" are isomorphic.

4. Theorem. Let A and A' be commutative local uniserial rings with Loewy

lengths n and n' and radicals J and J', respectively. Then A is stably equivalent

to A' if and only if n = n' and A/JXn'2x s A'/J'W2\

Au =
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Proof. The condition is necessary by Theorem 1.

For sufficiency, suppose that A and A' are commutative of length n and

that

<p: A/Jm -» A'/J'm       (m=[n/2])

is a ring isomorphism. Let A = [A^ and B = [5(>] be as in Lemma 3, and

define A' = [A¡j] and B' = [B¡j] analogously for A'. From the defining

inequalities and the equality m = [n/2], one can quickly check that

JmAijQBij   and   J"»Ay Q B[p

so that A/B and A'/B' are algebras over A/Jm and A'/J'm, respectively.

Now choose x G J and x' G /' such that

Ax = J,   A'x' = /'   and   <p(x + Jm ) = x' + J'm.

For i,j G (1, .. ., «}, let

0, i > j,
hj      [j-i,    i<J,

and let

x, = e^x*) + B,       x¿ = ev(x"y) + B',

where e¡j(a) is the n X n matrix whose yth entry is a and whose other entries

are all zero. Then A/B and A'/B' are spanned by {Xy} and (x^) over A/Jm

and A'/J'm, respectively, and

♦t^ + r^K^ + ̂ K
clearly defines a bijective additive mapping

$: A/B -> A'/B'.

But we see that $ is in fact a ring isomorphism by first observing that

hk + hj > hj

(which seems to require checking four cases) and then calculating

*(****) = <%(*''**'w) + B)

-$((x'"+'*-'* + /w)xé,)

=   (X'*"^-'» + J"")Xy

= x'ikX'kj = *(*/*)*(*&■)•

Thus ^4/5 = A'/B', and by the lemmas the proof is complete.

It is known [2] that uniserial rings of length 2 are stably equivalent

provided they are isomorphic modulo the radical. For commutative rings

5. Corollary. // A and A' are commutative uniserial rings of Loewy length

3, then A is stably equivalent to A' if and only if A/J(A) = A'/J(A').

Next, aided by the last results, we present several examples which show

that the thoerems cannot be sharpened. These examples may also shed some
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light on the essence of stable equivalence.

6. Examples. (1) Let C[jc; ~] denote the ring of complex polynomials with

multiplication twisted by conjugation, i.e., xc = ex. Let A = C[x; ~]/(x3)

and A' = C[x]/(x3). Then upon constructing A/B and A'/B' for A and A'

(see Lemma 3), one observes that the center of A / B is isomorphic to the real

numbers while that of A '/ B' is isomorphic to the complex numbers. Thus by

Lemmas 2 and 3, A is not stably equivalent to A'. But because n = n' = 3,

[n/2] = 1 = n - 2, and A/J = C = A'/J', we see that the converse of part

(1) of Theorem 1 is false, the condition of part (2) cannot be relaxed, and

commutativity is necessary in Corollary 5.

(2) By Theorem 4, Zp* is stably equivalent to Zp[x]/(x") if and only if

« = 1, 2 or 3. This shows in particular that the converse of part (2) of

Theorem 1 is false.

(3) Let A = Z4[x]/(x2 - 2). Then, letting / = / + (x2 - 2), we have J =

J(A) = Ax, J2 = A2, J3 = A2^c, and J4 = 0. Thus if A' = Z2[x]/(x4) then

A/J2 s A'/J'2, so A is stably equivalent to A' by Theorem 4. But

Char(A/y3) = 4 and Char(A'//'3) = 2, so even for n > 4, stable equivalence

does not imply isomorphism any more than "halfway down."

(4) As a final example, we note that the rings A = Zs[x]/(x3 - 2) and

A' = Z2[x]/(x9) are isomorphic modulo the cubes of their radicals, but are

not stably equivalent.

Theorem 4 leads us to consider stable equivalence for discrete valuation

domains. The answer is just about what one would expect. We denote the

completion of a discrete valuation domain A by A. Then we conclude with

7. Proposition. Let A and A' be discrete valuation domains. Then A is stably

equivalent to A' if and only if A = A'.

Proof. Since mod,, A consists of the A-modules of finite length and only

the zero map between two such module's factors through a projective, A is

stably equivalent to A' if and only if there is an equivalence F: mod,, A -*

mod,, A'. But the modules over A and Â of finite length are the same [8, p.

37], so isomorphic completions yield such an equivalence. Conversely, given

F, let M¡ = A/J' and let ¿,: M,^>Mi+x and 77,: Mi+X -+ M¡ be a

monomorphism and an epimorphism, respectively, / = 1, 2, . . . . Then if tj,

and n,' are the canonical surjective ring homomorphisms, we have commuting

diagrams

A/Ji+1 _JL_» EndA(A/,.+, ) —£- EndA.(F(M/+, )) -*-► A'/J
'7+1

n{ (',■> tt¡) (F(h), F\v.)) Vi

1 It'i
AfJ'-► EndA(M,.)       F     >  EndA.(F(A/,-))      p,_x    > A'/J

So that (see [8, p. 37])
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Â lim (A/y) slim(A'/7") = Â.
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